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The inspiral of a \small" (µ  1− 100 M) compact body into a \large" (M  105−7 M) black
hole is a key source of gravitational radiation for the space-based gravitational-wave observatory
LISA. The waves from such inspirals will probe the extreme strong-eld nature of the Kerr metric.
In this paper, I investigate the properties of a restricted family of such inspirals (the inspiral of
circular, inclined orbits) with an eye toward understanding observable properties of the gravitational
waves that they generate. Using results previously presented to calculate the eects of radiation
reaction, I assemble the inspiral trajectories (assuming that radiation reacts adiabatically, so that
over short timescales the trajectory is approximately geodesic) and calculate the wave generated as
the compact body spirals in. I do this analysis for several black hole spins, sampling a range that
should be indicative of what spins we will encounter in nature. The spin has a very strong impact
on the waveform. In particular, when the hole rotates very rapidly, tidal coupling between the
inspiraling body and the event horizon has a very strong influence on the inspiral time scale, which
in turn has a big impact on the gravitational wave phasing. The gravitational waves themselves are
very usefully described as \multi-voice chirps": the wave is a sum of \voices", each corresponding
to a dierent harmonic of the fundamental orbital frequencies. Each voice has a rather simple phase
evolution. Searching for extreme mass ratio inspirals voice-by-voice may be more eective than
searching for the summed waveform all at once.
PACS numbers: 04.30.Db, 04.30.-w, 04.25.Nx, 95.30.Sf
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation: extreme mass ratio inspirals
One of the goals of the space-based gravitational-wave detector LISA [1] is to make measurements that will probe
gravity in the very strong eld. The most stringent probes will involve binary black hole systems. Mergers of
comparable mass black holes will be detectable throughout most of the universe [2]; their measurements will probe
the violent dynamics of the two black holes combining to form a single hole. LISA will measure hundreds to thousands
of wave cycles in such events, probing their waveforms with moderate precision. When the mass ratio of the system
is extreme (M1=M2 ’ 10−3 − 10−7), measurement of the waves probes the quiescent structure of the Kerr black hole
spacetime. LISA should measure tens of thousands to millions of cycles from such inspirals (depending mostly on
mass ratio), and thus may be able to measure their waves | and probe black hole spacetimes | with extremely high
precision. Extreme mass ratio inspirals will be the focus of this analysis.
Extreme mass ratio inspirals occur when a compact body is scattered, through multi-body interactions, from the
cluster at the core of a galaxy into a tightly bound orbit of the central black hole. How often such events occur is
somewhat uncertain. The mass range of large black holes relevant to LISA is roughly 105M < M < 107M | if
the holes are larger, the wave frequencies are too low to be of interest; smaller holes are not thought to be abundant
enough to be interesting. Estimates that fold the presumed abundance of the relevant black holes into dynamical
models for the behavior of stars in the central galactic cluster suggest that, out to about 1 Gigaparsec, extreme mass
ratio inspirals occur at a rate of 1/year to 1/month [3,4]. Reference [3] emphasizes that the lower limit of 1/year
assumes extremely conservative bounds on the distribution of black hole masses and galactic central densities. A
multi-year LISA mission is likely to see at least several extreme mass ratio inspirals.
The orbit of the compact body will initially be extremely eccentric (e = 1 − , where   1 [5]), but will rapidly
become more circular due to gravitational-wave emission. When the orbit has shrunk enough that all of the system’s
orbital periods enter the LISA frequency band1, 0:1 < e < 0:9 [6]. The small body then spends roughly a year
1Before the eccentricity has shrunk this much, the waves emitted at peribothron will be in LISA’s band. The (potentially
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spiraling in, nally plunging into the hole when it encounters the dynamical instability at the last stable orbit (LSO).
During this year, the body orbits the hole roughly 105 times, emitting about the same number of gravitational-wave
cycles. Accurately tracking the evolution of the waveform phase over these cycles could make possible extraordinarily
precise measurements of the spacetime’s characteristics. Fintan Ryan [8] has shown that the waves emitted in this
year can be used to reconstruct the multipolar structure of the black hole, measuring the detailed structure of the Kerr
metric. Because a black hole has only two independent multipole moments (the mass M and spin a), measurement
of more than two moments could be used to test the \no hair" theorem for black holes, or to probe for the existence
of more exotic massive objects in galactic cores, such as soliton stars. It is worth noting here that accreting material
in galactic cores is unlikely to signicantly influence the gravitational waveform in most cases. Narayan [9] has
shown that accretion proles appropriate for active galaxies strongly impact the orbit’s evolution and hence the
gravitational waves that are generated, but that advection dominated accretion flows (ADAF) more appropriate to
\normal" galaxies have negligible impact. Updates of the ADAF model, such as convection dominated accretion flows
(CDAF) [10], have even less impact on inspiral, since the density of gas close to the black hole is even smaller [9,11].
Inspiral into the vast majority of massive black holes in the universe depends only on the structure of spacetime, not
on the nature of accreting matter.
Ryan’s analysis suggests that, for many measured inspirals, LISA is likely to be able to measure at least three and
perhaps four or ve of the massive body’s multipole moments (depending quite a bit on the mass and mass ratio of the
system). However, his analysis is rather specialized: he assumes, for simplicity, that the orbit is circular and conned
to the large body’s equatorial plane. This is quite unrealistic. From the discussion above, we expect extreme mass
ratio binaries to have some non-negligible eccentricity. From the nearly spherical symmetry of galaxies’ central density
cusps, the binaries should have essentially random inclination. A realistic analysis of LISA’s prospects for measuring
the multipole moments of massive bodies must examine gravitational waves from eccentric, inclined orbits of bodies
with arbitrary multipole moments. Indeed, one would expect that the accuracy with which one can determine the
various multipole moments will improve as the orbits are made more generic | there are more \handles" with which
one can probe the central body’s structure.
In the weak eld, one can build the spacetime of body with arbitrary multipoles moments using the formalism of
of Fodor, Hoenselaers and Perjes [12]. The massive body’s multipole moments aect the spacetime via the Ernst
potential [13]. One can then study the orbits and radiation generation/propagation in this spacetime as a foundation
for studies of gravitational-wave measurement. (This is in fact how Ryan sets up his analysis; cf. Ref. [14].) A dierent
approach must be used in the strong eld, but no matter of principle stands in the way of doing so.
Such an analysis is rather daunting. The generic orbits of bodies with arbitrary multipole moments will not possess
the same integrals of the motion as a Kerr black hole: stationarity and axisymmetry guarantee that orbits will have
well-dened energy E and axial angular momentum Lz, but there is unlikely to be an analog of the Kerr metric’s
Carter constant Q (whose existence is something of a miracle of the Kerr geometry). A description of the small body’s
motion in this spacetime is thus likely to be somewhat complicated. The generation and propagation of gravitational
radiation generated by these orbits is also likely to be dicult to study. When the central body is a Kerr black hole,
the wave equation for all radiation elds separates [15], allowing many useful techniques to be applied which make
solving the radiation comparatively simple (see, e.g., Ref. [16] and references therein). This won’t be the case in
general; wave generation and propagation will need to be analyzed using a complicated partial dierential equation.
An additional complication is that the inspiraling body undoubtably will be spinning itself. The spin of this body
will couple to the large body’s curvature [17], forcing its motion to be non-geodesic. Janna Levin has shown [18,19]
that in the comparable mass ratio case this coupling can lead to chaotic orbital development. It is not clear if this is
the case in the extreme mass mass ratio | the smaller mass ratio tends to suppress the eects of the coupling, but
the larger number of cycles may counteract this suppression. Work in progress [20] will hopefully clarify this soon.
We are far from being able to understand the gravitational-wave driven inspiral of spinning compact objects into
massive bodies with arbitary multipole moments. As a foundation for understanding the kinds of waves that LISA
can expect to measure, the focus of this paper will be rather restricted: the inspiraling body will be non-spinning so
that the motion is geodesic (modulo radiation reaction), and the massive object will be a Kerr black hole.
many) extreme mass ratio systems that still have substantial eccentricity and are not close to merger may thus constitute an
important source of waves. I thank Sterl Phinney for pointing this out to me.
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B. Radiation reaction on geodesic Kerr orbits
Having restricted the class of systems that will be analyzed, one might guess that analyzing their evolution is now
straightforward: the motion is approximated as a geodesic of the background spacetime gKerrαβ , augmented by radiative
corrections. Since the orbiting body is taken to be much less massive than the hole, the magnitude of the spacetime






where M is the mass of the black hole and  is the mass of the orbiting body. Radiative eects can thus be analyzed
using perturbation theory [at least up to corrections of order (=M)2]. In particular, consider the particle’s worldline










d fαRR ; (1.2)
where  is proper time measured along the small body’s geodesic. For the purposes of this paper, fαRR encapsulates
the manner in which radiation emission changes the orbit’s properties and drives the small body to spiral in [21].
Programs to compute this force are currently underway in several groups, using various approaches. A prescription
for computing fαRR has been developed independently by Mino et al. [22] and by Quinn and Wald [23]. Implementa-
tions (particularly for the most interesting case of gravitational interactions, as opposed to scalar or electromagnetic
interactions) are in a somewhat early state [24{32]. Although maturing, it is unlikely that these implementations will
have much to say about astrophysical extreme mass ratio binaries in the near term. Another method must be used
to calculate the radiative eects.
Suppose the inspiral is adiabatic | the timescale TRR for radiation reaction to change the orbit is much greater
than the orbital timescale Torb. Then, over timescales of order Torb, the small body’s worldline is indistinguishable
from a geodesic orbit of the black hole. Adiabatic radiation reaction can be understood as the slow evolution of
the \conserved" constants of Kerr orbits (energy E, axial angular momentum Lz, and Carter constant Q). One can
consider (E;Lz; Q) to be coordinates in the phase space of allowed orbits. Radiation emission evolves these constants
and thus traces out a trajectory in this orbital phase space | the inspiraling body moves through a sequence of
geodesic orbits.
A well-developed technique [33{37] for extracting the changes in the orbit’s conserved quantities uses the Teukolsky
equation [15] to compute the gravitational-wave flux to innity and into the black hole. This flux carries energy
and angular momentum, so it is straightforward to extract _E and _Lz and evolve those orbital constants. It is not
straightforward to extract the change in Q, however | to date, this is an unsolved problem. When the large black hole
is Schwarzschild, Q = L2x + L
2
y. In this case, _Q = 2(Lx _Lx + Ly _Ly), which can be pulled from the gravitational-wave
flux. When a 6= 0, Q is not simply related to Lx and Ly (the geometry becomes oblate, and frame dragging entangles
the timelike and axial coordinates). No method has been found in this case to relate _Q to quantities that are directly
extractable from the wave flux.
The inability to evolve the Carter constant forces us to consider restricted problems in which we can infer Q’s
evolution. One particularly simple case is the evolution of equatorial orbits | they have Q = 0 and remain in the
plane, so _Q = 0. An analysis of radiation reaction on such orbits about Kerr black holes should appear very soon
[38]. Another simple case is the evolution of \circular" orbits | orbits that have constant Boyer-Lindquist radius,
but are inclined out of the equatorial plane. Such orbits belong to a two parameter subset of the bound Kerr orbits,
so the value of Q for an orbit is fully determined by knowledge of E and Lz. It has been shown that, under adiabatic
radiation reaction, circular orbits remain circular | they do not become eccentric, but change only their radius and
inclination angle [39{41]. This \circular goes to circular" rule constrains the orbital evolution such that one can write
down a relation for _Q as a function _E and _Lz.
Circular orbits will be the focus of this analysis. A previous paper [37] showed how to compute _E, _Lz, and _Q
from radiation emitted by circular orbits using the Teukolsky equation, and how the orbital radius r and inclination
angle  change as a consequence. This paper uses the techniques of Ref. [37] to compute the circular trajectory that
a small body would follow as it spirals into a Kerr black hole, as well as the gravitational waveforms emitted as
it falls in. Because of the restriction to circular orbits, these results are quite unlikely to be directly applicable to
astrophysical extreme mass ratio inspirals. However, the techniques developed here should be applicable to more
generic inspirals (when radiation reaction formalisms have matured enough that they can evolve the astrophysically
interesting cases), and it is likely that observationally interesting features in these restricted inspirals will be present
(with some modications) in the general case.
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C. Summary of this paper
This paper begins by reviewing the properties of circular, inclined orbits of Kerr black holes, and of the radiation
reaction formalism that is used here. This material is presented in far greater detail in Refs. [37] and [42]. Here, I
simply review the key equations and point the reader to the relevant literature for a detailed derivation.
As discussed above, circular, inclined Kerr orbits are a subset of the Kerr geodesics. The Carter constant Q of these
orbits is set by the energy E and axial angular momentum Lz; up to initial conditions, this fully species a particular
orbit. These constants are conveniently remapped to an orbital radius r and an inclination angle . In Sec. II A, I
describe how to solve the Kerr geodesic equations to nd allowed circular orbits. I have found it convenient in most
cases to parameterize these orbits by their radius and the orbital energy; it is simple to nd the energy for the most-
and least-strongly bound orbits, and then to map out all allowed orbits between these extremes. I summarize formulas
which allow one to nd the constants Lz and Q as a function of r and E. The orbits themselves are biperiodic with
fundamental frequencies Ωφ (related to the rate at which an orbit circles the hole’s spin axis) and Ωθ (related to the
rate at which it oscillates through its full range of motion in ). I summarize closed-form expressions for these two
frequencies (in terms of elliptic integrals), good for arbitrary spin and orbital inclination.
In the limit of adiabatic radiation reaction, gravitational-wave backreaction is manifested as a slow change to
(E;Lz; Q). I describe how the gravitational-wave flux may be deduced from solutions to the Teukolsky equation in
Sec. II B, and how to extract the change in E and Lz from that flux. The fact that circular orbits cannot become
eccentric provides a constraint which sets the rate of change of Q as a function of the rates of change of E and Lz.
The radiation reaction information is then conveniently summarized as the direction ( _r; _) in which gravitational-wave
emission tends to drive the orbit, and as a set of complex amplitudes ZHlmk which constitute a multipole expansion
of the gravitational-wave strain measured by distant observers. This fully sets up the problem considered here, and
provides us with enough information to begin studying inspirals.
To actually make an inspiral trajectory | the curve [r(t); (t)] followed by a small body | I use the radiation
reaction data ( _r; _) to perform Euler method integrations. Inspiral starts at some coordinate (r0; 0), and advances
to (r0 + _rt; 0 + _t) for some chosen step size t. Steps repeat until the body hits the last dynamically stable orbit
and plunges into the hole. Because computing the data ( _r; _) is quite computationally expensive, I actually compute
these data on a grid that covers the parameter space of allowed orbits deep in the strong eld and use interpolation
to get radiative eects at parameter space coordinates o the grid. Details of how this is done are described in Sec.
III. Section III A rst describes how the data grid is set up, as well as which data are stored on it. For example, _r
turns out to be a very poor choice to store on the grid because it diverges as the dynamical instability is approached.
Instead, the quantity (cos  − cos LSO) _r is stored (where LSO is the radius-dependent inclination angle of the last
stable orbit). This prefactor very nicely clears away the divergence, leading to data which interpolate very smoothly.
Section III B then briefly describes how the integration is done.
Results of this analysis are presented in Secs. IV and V. First I discuss the inspiral trajectories in Sec. IV; they and
their various features are displayed for several choices of black hole spin in Figs. 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8. The trajectories
show that during inspiral lasting 1{2 years, the inspiraling body executes several hundred thousand orbits and spirals
through the extreme strong eld of the massive black hole. This is not a surprise, and has of course been known for
quite some time. More interesting is that the inclination angle barely changes during inspiral, particularly when the
Kerr spin parameter a < 0:8M . This suggests that it would be worthwhile to explore \faking" the inspiral of generic
Kerr orbits by holding the inclination angle xed. Setting  = constant provides a constraint that would x the rate
of change of the Carter constant provided the changes in E and Lz were known. Somewhat more surprising2 is that
the influence of the black hole’s event horizon is very strong. As is described in Sec. IV, the inspiraling body tidally
distorts the black hole, causing the event horizon to bulge. This bulge then exerts a torque back on the body. If the
hole is rapidly rotating, this torque tends to signicantly slow the inspiral, transferring some of the hole’s rotational
kinetic energy to the orbital motion. Inspiral can be prolonged for several weeks ( 5% of the total inspiral time)
by this eect, adding tens of thousands of additional orbits. By contrast, if the hole is rotating slowly, the torque
exerted by the horizon bulge speeds up the inspiral. This fascinating coupling of the horizon to the inspiraling body’s
dynamics is an example of how strong-eld features of the Kerr spacetime can be seen in the emitted gravitational
waves.
Section V discusses the gravitational waves that are produced as the body spirals inward. It should be strongly
emphasized at this point that accurately computing the waveforms is more dicult than computing the inspiral
trajectories. The waveforms require computing both the magnitude and phase of the complex waveform amplitudes
2At least to this author!
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ZHlmk to high precision; the trajectories can be had with just the magnitude alone. As such, the results shown in Sec.
V should be taken as an important rst step in generating extreme mass ratio inspiral waves, but can | and should!
| be improved dramatically.
Multiple harmonics of the orbital frequencies Ωφ and Ωθ are very important; cf. Fig. 9. Following a suggestion of
Sam Finn, I write the gravitational waveform as a sum over many \voices": h(t) =
∑
hlmk(t). Each voice hlmk(t)
corresponds to a particular harmonic of the orbital frequencies, and has its own amplitude and phase evolution.
Writing the waveform in this manner emphasizes that the phase evolution of each voice is rather simple, though the
sum may be complicated and dicult to follow. It is likely that this multi-voice structure will carry over to the generic
case, simply adding an additional index (corresponding to harmonics of the radial frequency Ωr). The analysis of
LISA data may be facilitated by searching for extreme mass ratio inspirals voice-by-voice, rather than searching for
the \chorus" of all voices at the same time.
I conclude in Sec. VI. Besides expanding on the points mentioned here, I suggest directions for future work on this
problem. The techniques describe here should be combined with work currently in progress on eccentric, equatorial
orbits to develop the inspiral trajectories through the parameter space (r; e) of those orbits, as well as the corresponding
inspiral waveforms. In addition, it would be extremely useful to use approximate radiation reaction relations (such
as holding the inclination angle xed) in order to develop inspiral trajectories and waveforms for generic Kerr orbits.
With such natural extensions of this analysis, we will move signicantly forward in understanding how to map the
spacetime of black holes with gravitational-wave observations.
Throughout this paper, an overdot denotes d=dt, and a prime denotes @=@r. An overbar indicates complex conju-
gation. The quantities t, r, , and  refer to the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. I use relativist’s units with G = 1 = c
throughout.
II. REVIEW: CIRCULAR ORBITS AND RADIATION REACTION
As discussed in the Introduction, the motion of the inspiraling body will be approximated in this analysis as a
sequence of circular geodesic orbits. In this section, I briefly review rst the characteristics of these orbits in the
absence of radiation emission, and next the formalism by which the radiative corrections are computed. These results
are the foundation for all of the analysis in this paper.
A. Geodesic orbits
Up to initial conditions, orbits of Kerr black holes are specied by choosing their energy E, axial angular momentum
Lz, and Carter constant Q. Note that the values of these quantities used in this paper have been divided by the small
body’s mass  (E and Lz) or 2 (Q) and are thus the specic energy, angular momentum and Carter constant. Having
chosen these constants (and initial conditions), the orbit is then governed by geodesic equations for the small body’s
Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, , ) as a function of proper time  measured along the small body’s worldline; see
[43].
To describe circular orbits, it is useful to introduce the function R  2(dr=d)2:
R =
[
E(r2 + a2)− aLz
]2 − [r2 + (Lz − aE)2 +Q] : (2.1)
(The function  = r2 + a2 cos2 , and  = r2 − 2Mr + a2.) Circular orbits satisfy R = 0 and R0 = 0; stable circular
orbits satisfy in addition R00  0. Given the radius r and one of the three constants E, Lz, or Q, it is straightforward
to solve the system R = 0, R0 = 0 for the other two. When the hole is slowly rotating or the orbit is at large radius,
it is generally most convenient to choose Lz and solve for E and Q:
E(r; Lz) =
a2L2z(r −M) + r2
aLzM(r2 − a2)
√




(a2 + r2)E(r; Lz)− aLz
]

− [r2 + a2E(r; Lz)2 − 2aE(r; Lz)Lz + L2z] : (2.3)
The sign choice in the denominator of Eq. (2.2) can cause problems when the spin is large and the orbit is at small
radius. The positive sign is appropriate when r > rbranch(a), and the negative sign when r < rbranch(a), where
rbranch(a) is the radius at which the argument of the square root is zero. For all values of a, rbranch(a)  2M . The
diculties associated with this sign choice can be avoided by choosing E and then solving for Lz and Q:
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Lz(r; E) =
EM(r2 − a2)−√r2(E2 − 1) + rM
a(r −M) ; (2.4)
Q(r; E) =
[
(a2 + r2)E − aLz(r; E)
]

− [r2 + a2E2 − 2aELz(r; E) + Lz(r; E)2] : (2.5)
[Note that in Ref. [42], the a2E2 inside the second set of square brackets is incorrectly written a2E.]
In practice, I have found it convenient to use Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) to parameterize orbits that are located close to
the set of marginally stable orbits (the orbits which satisfy R = 0, R0 = 0, R00 = 0). When a small body spirals in, its
orbit will become unstable when it crosses these orbits, rapidly plunging into the hole. The set of marginally stable
orbits will be called the LSO (last stable orbits).





At a given radius r, two orbits bound the behavior of all stable circular orbits. The most-bound orbit is the prograde
equatorial orbit ( = 0). Its constants are [44]
Emb =
1− 2v2 + qv3√
1− 3v2 + 2qv3 ; (2.7)
Lmbz = rv
1− 2qv3 + q2v4√
1− 3v2 + 2qv3 ; (2.8)
Qmb = 0 ; (2.9)
where v  √M=r and q  a=M . Prograde equatorial orbits exist at all radii outside rpro, where
rpro=M = 3 + Z2 + [(3− Z1)(3 + Z1 + 2Z2)]1/2 ; (2.10)
Z1 = 1 +
[






This is also the radius of the LSO when  = 0 | no stable circular orbits exist inside rpro. If r < rret, where
rret=M = 3 + Z2 + [(3− Z1)(3 + Z1 + 2Z2)]1/2 ; (2.13)
then the least-bound orbit is on the LSO, and the constants (Elb; Llbz ; Qlb) are found by numerically solving the system
of equations R = 0, R0 = 0, R00 = 0. If r > rret, the least-bound orbit is the retrograde equatorial orbit ( = 180),
and its constants are
Elb =
1− 2v2 − qv3√
1− 3v2 − 2qv3 ; (2.14)
Llbz = −rv
1 + 2qv3 + q2v4√
1− 3v2 − 2qv3 ; (2.15)
Qlb = 0 : (2.16)
Mapping out all stable circular orbits at some radius is thus fairly straightforward. First, calculate the constants
that describe the most-bound orbit [Eqs. (2.7){(2.9)]. Second, calculate the constants for the least-bound orbit [solving
the system R = 0, R0 = 0, R00 = 0 if r < rret; using Eqs. (2.14){(2.16) otherwise]. Finally, allow either E or Lz to
vary between their most-bound and least-bound extremes. If varying Lz, use Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) to get intermediate
values; if varying E, use Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5).
3As discussed in Ref. [37], this angle does not necessarily accord with intuitive notions of inclination angle. For example,
except when a = 0, ι is not the angle at which most observers would see the small body cross the equatorial plane.
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Circular orbits are periodic, with two (generally incommensurate) frequencies Ωθ and Ωφ, related to the small body’s
motion in the  and  coordinates. These two frequencies (and their harmonics) strongly stamp the gravitational
waveform. A detailed derivation of these frequencies is given in Ref. [37]; the relevant results are as follows. First,
dene Tθ, the time it takes for the small body to execute its full range of  motion as seen by innitely distant






















In this equation, K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the rst kind, and E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of
the rst kind. (Note that E with no argument is the orbit’s energy.) The symbols γ and  are














z are dened by
(z+ − z)(z− − z) = z2 − z
[
Q+ L2z + a
2(1− E2)] +Q : (2.20)



























With these denitions, Ωθ = 2=Tθ and Ωφ = =Tθ.
B. Radiative corrections
The radiation reaction formalism used here is based on the Teukolsky equation [15], which governs the evolution
of the complex Weyl curvature scalar related to radiative perturbations,  4. This section briefly outlines how the
radiative corrections are computed, particularly the quantities relevant to this analysis. Reference [37] discusses this
material in greater detail.
The \master equation" for the evolution of  4 is separated with the multipolar decomposition [15]
 4 =
1








The t and  dependences are trivial (and follow from the fact that the background spacetime is stationary and
axisymmetric). The function −2Saωlm() is a spin-weighted spheroidal harmonic. It is useful for describing the 
dependence of a radiation eld with spin weight −2 in an oblate geometry. An eective algorithm for calculating this
function is given in Appendix A of Ref. [37].










− V (r)Rlmω = −Tlmω(r) : (2.24)
This equation is in self-adjoint form, and so can be solved with Green’s functions [46]. The homogeneous Teukolsky
equation has two independent solutions, RHlmω(r) (which obeys the boundary condition that radiation must be purely
ingoing at the event horizon) and R1lmω(r) (which obeys the condition that radiation must be purely outgoing at
















lmω (and how they relate to the source functionTlmω) is given in Ref. [37]. The most important details for this paper are as follows. First, for circular orbits, the
source and all quantities derived from it are describable as harmonics of Ωθ and Ωφ. Dening
!mk = mΩφ + kΩθ ; (2.26)
the functions ZHlmω and Z
1








Z1lmk(! − !mk) : (2.27)
Second, as r ! r+ = M +
p
M2 − a2 (the coordinate of the event horizon), ZHlmω ! 0 and Z1lmω ! constant; as
r ! 1, Z1lmω ! 0 and ZHlmω ! constant. It follows from this that the behavior at innity of the radiation eld and
all related quantities depends only on ZHlmk:





















































(Note that, by assumption, the change in the orbital energy and angular momentum is opposite in sign to that radiated:
_Eorbit = − _Erad, _Lorbitz = − _Lradz .) The factor lmk is a rather messy coecient that follows from transforming the
Kinnersley null tetrad (which is used to construct  4 [47]) to the Hawking-Hartle null tetrad [48] (which is well
behaved on the event horizon); see Ref. [37] for further details. As noted in [37], there is a symmetry relation between
quantities at (l;m; k) and (l;−m;−k):
ZH,1l−m−k = (−1)l+k ZH,1lmk : (2.31)
This relationship can be used to reduce computation time | compute half the multipoles, use symmetry to get
the other half. Alternatively, it can be used to improve computational accuracy | compute all the multipoles, use





ZH,1lmk; comp + (−1)l+k ZH,1l−m−k; comp
]
: (2.32)
This second approach was used in all computations here.
In computing _EH,1 and _LH,1z , a large number of terms were included in the sums at all points. A detailed
discussion of the truncation criterion used here is given in Sec. VA of Ref. [37]; in the language of that paper, the
parameter k = 10−4 and l = 10−3. The truncation error in _EH,1 and _LH,1z is therefore roughly 10
−3. Obtaining
this level of accuracy requiring summing to at least l = 8 (for innermost orbits of the a = 0:998M black hole, the
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sums were taken to l = 19); for each value of l, between 10 and 30 values of k were included. In all cases, the sum
over m ranged from −l to l.
As discussed in the Introduction, using the Teukolsky equation to compute _EH,1 and _LH,1z requires that the
inspiral be adiabatic: over orbital timescales, the inspiral trajectory must be nearly geodesic. This requirement enters
through the source term of the Teukolsky equation. This source term is built from the stress energy tensor of the




(4) [x− z()] : (2.33)
Here, uα is the orbiting body’s 4-velocity, x is an arbitrary spacetime event, and z() is the body’s worldline. This
equation is the setup for a Catch-22: we need the worldline z() in order to compute the body’s radiative corrections;
however, the corrections determine that worldline! The solution is to approximate the worldline as geodesic for the
purpose of computing the source term. We thus use the zeroth order (in =M) geodesic motion to compute the rst
order radiative corrections. This is a good approximation only when the radiative change in any orbital quantity 
over an orbit is much less than : _Torb  .
Very useful quantities to monitor are the orbital frequencies, Ωφ and Ωθ. Because Tθ = 2=Ωθ, and dening








 1 ; (2.35)








d ln Ωφ,θNφ,θ : (2.36)
The adiabaticity condition Nφ,θ  1 tells us that the number of orbits accumulated by the inspiraling body as it
passes through the orbital frequency band that is centered on Ωφ,θ and of width Ωφ,θ = Ωφ,θ must be very large.
More simply, adiabaticity requires that the body spend many orbits near any point in its orbital phase space.
One nal point before moving on: the Teukolsky equation only tells us directly about the changes in E and Lz.
It cannot be used directly to compute the change in Q. An additional constraint must be imposed in order to fully
describe the small body’s spiral in. Circularity provides this constraint. Adiabatic radiation reaction changes an
orbit’s radius and inclination angle, but it does not make the orbit eccentric [39{41] | circular orbits remain circular.
Imposing the \circular goes to circular" rule leads to a relatively simple relationship between ( _Q; _r) and ( _E; _Lz):
_QH,1 = m11 _EH,1 +m12 _LH,1z ;
_rH,1 = m21 _EH,1 +m22 _LH,1z : (2.37)
(Note that it is _Eorbit and _Lorbitz that must be used on the right-hand side of this equation; the radiated changes have
the wrong sign.) The (somewhat complicated) matrix elements mij are given in Eqs. (3.6a{e) of Ref. [37].
Letting  stand for any of the quantities (E;Lz ; Q; r), the total change in  is found by summing the change due
to radiation flux out to innity and due to radiation flux down the event horizon:
_ = _1 +  _H : (2.38)
The parameter  (which clearly should equal 1) is introduced so that we can \turn o" the flux down the horizon.
As we shall see later, setting  = 0 is a very interesting test of how strongly the black hole’s event horizon influences













The data ( _r; _) are the foundation of the inspiral trajectories discussed next.
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III. COMPUTING INSPIRAL TRAJECTORIES AND WAVEFORMS
Using the techniques described in Sec. II, it is straightforward to compute the inspiral trajectory of a body orbiting
a black hole and the gravitational waveforms generated in that inspiral. This is done in two steps. First, a \grid" of
radiation reaction data is built in the phase space of allowed orbits in the black hole’s strong eld. The coordinates in
this phase space are (r; ). The radiation reaction data are the vectors along which gravitational-wave emission drives
the orbital evolution, ( _r; _), plus the amplitude and frequency of the gravitational waveform, ZHlmk and !mk. I describe
how this grid is built in Sec. III A. Next, the radiation reaction data are integrated to compute the inspiraling body’s
trajectory. The data are interpolated from discrete orbital coordinates on the grid to arbitrary points in the orbital
phase space using a two dimensional cubic spline [45]. I briefly describe how this is done in Sec. III B.
A. Making a radiation reaction grid
Making a grid of radiation reaction data is for the most part straightforward. One discretizes the orbital phase
space, choosing indices i and j such that radiation reaction data live at points (rij ; ij). Then, one uses the techniques
summarized in Sec. II to compute the data. I describe here the algorithm used to discretize the orbital phase space,
and also the actual form of the data (which are somewhat massaged so that they can be interpolated with as little
error as possible).
After some experimentation, I have found it convenient to make the grid evenly spaced in radius, and evenly spaced
at each radius in the orbital energy. The discretized radius is thus
rij  rj = rmin + j r : (3.1)
The parameter rmin is chosen to be as close as is convenient to rpro [cf. Eq. (2.10)]. In my calculations, I have set rmin
to rpro, rounded up to the nearest 0:1M . (This creates a small gap in data coverage near the LSO at small values of
.) I have used r = 0:1M in all computations; as will be discussed shortly, more intelligent choices can be made. The
index j can in principle be made arbitrarily large. For the results discussed in Secs. IV and V, I set jmax  20− 30.
For a 106M black hole and an inspiraling body with  = 1M, this leads to an inspiral lasting about 630 days |
typical observation time for a LISA mission.
The discretized energy is
Eij = Emb + (i− 1)Ej ; (3.2)
where Ej = [Elb(rj)− Emb(rj)] =(imax − 1). I have used imax = 9. The parameter space coordinates (rj ; Eij) fully
determine the orbit at grid point (i; j). Using the various relations given in Sec. II, we can remap this coordinate to
any convenient parameterization. I will typically write the grid points as (rj ; ij), with the understanding that this is
a remapping from the grid coordinates (rj ; Eij) that are directly generated.
A better choice for r can be made by studying how ZHlmk is computed from solutions of the Teukolsky equation.






where r is the orbital radius, RHlmω is the solution to the source-free Teukolsky equation that is purely ingoing at the
event horizon, Tlmω(r) is the Teukolsky source term, and (r) = r2 − 2Mr + a2. The coecient ZHlmk is then built
from a harmonic decomposition of ZHlmω. The key point to note is that both Tlmω and  vary relatively slowly with
respect to r. The function RHlmω , on the other hand, oscillates with a phase factor that is roughly e
−ipr∗ , where
r(r) = r +
2Mr+








and where p = ! −mΩH , the mode frequency modied by the hole’s spin frequency ΩH = a=2Mr+ [cf. Eq. (4.4) of
Ref. [37]]. The function r(r) is the Kerr \tortoise coordinate", which often appears in studies of radiation propagation
near black holes. Notice that dr=dr gets quite large near the black hole. Physically, this tells us that e−ipr
∗
begins











jpLK j : (3.6)
Here L is the maximum l index included in the calculation, and K is the maximum k index. This would create a grid
that is far more densely sampled than that discussed here, especially for rapidly spinning holes. The rather crude
choice r = 0:1M places strict limits on the accuracy of waveform generation in this analysis; as will be discussed in
the Conclusion, this is an obvious starting point for improvements to this analysis.
Some care must be taken to put data on the grid that are useful for generating the inspiral trajectory. For the
radiation reaction quantities, I have found it useful to store d cos =dt and
[cos − cos LSO(r)] _r  _ ; (3.7)
rather than ( _r; _). The quantity d cos =dt is useful simply because it is more naturally related to the rates of change
_Lz and _Q. The quantity _ on the other hand accounts for the fact that _r diverges as the LSO is approached |
the prefactor cos  − cos LSO(r) nicely clears out this divergence. This makes it possible for _r to be very accurately
interpolated from  = 0 to LSO(r). For the gravitational waveform, the frequencies Ωφ and Ωθ are stored, as are the
magnitude Almk and phase lmk of the complex amplitude,
ZHlmk = Almk exp(ilmk) : (3.8)
For equatorial orbits, ZHlmk = 0 when k 6= 0. The numerical code which computes lmk from ZHlmk erroneously assigns
lmk = 0 in this case. This is because the code cannot evaluate lmk = arctan[Im(ZHlmk)=Re(Z
H
lmk)] in the limit
ZHlmk ! 0. To get around this problem, l,m,k 6=0 is only stored for non-equatorial orbits. Near the equator, l,m,k 6=0
can then be computed quite well using extrapolation.
An example grid, for a hole with a = 0:998M , is shown in Fig. 1. The arrows in this plot represent the vector ( _r; _).
Notice that the evolution gets more rapid as the LSO (represented by the dotted line) is approached | the arrows
get longer, until nally the orbit becomes dynamically unstable and plunges into the hole. (The diverging vectors on
the LSO have been suppressed in the gure, as they tend to overwhelm the rest of the data.) This grid prototypes all
the radiation reaction data used in this paper | although diering in detail depending on the black hole spin, they
have the general shape and layout shown in Fig. 1.
B. Integrating a trajectory across the grid
Radiation reaction data on the grid are used to build inspiral trajectories | the paths [r(t); (t)] that bodies follow
as they spiral into the black hole. This is done with Euler’s method: given a starting point [r0; 0] and a time step t,
advance to [r0 + _r t; 0 + _ t]. It would be straightforward to use a more sophisticated stepping algorithm, such as
a Runge-Kutta method, to improve the accuracy of the inspiral trajectory. For the purpose of a rst exploration of
extreme mass ratio inspiral properties, Euler’s method is a good compromise between accuracy on the one hand, and
code complexity and computational cost on the other. As the trajectory is built, other useful data are also calculated,
particularly the accumulated number of orbits and the gravitational waveform.
The Euler method integration requires derivatives at arbitrary points in the orbital parameter space, which in turn
requires smooth methods for interpolating o of the grid points. Linear interpolations turn out not to be adequate:
discontinuities in the data’s second derivative as grid boundaries are crossed noticeably aects the phasing of the
computed gravitational waveform4. Two dimensional cubic spline interpolation [45] seems to produce an inspiral
trajectory that is adequately smooth; it is used for all interpolations in this analysis.
The spline interpolation is done in the index coordinates, (i; j). Suppose we wish to interpolate data for some
eld  onto (r; ). First, we interpolate in j [which maps simply onto r; cf. Eq. (3.1)] for each value of i, yielding a
one-index set of data at the radius r:
4The discontinuities are amazingly clear when one transforms a gravitational waveform so produced into audio data.
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Spline in r : ij 7! i(r) : (3.9)
Since all of the relevant data now live at a single radius, the index i maps onto cos . Interpolate in cos  to get the
nal data:
Spline in cos  : i(r) 7! (r; ) : (3.10)
This procedure behaves very well with the radiation reaction data and waveform data discussed in Sec. III A.
The procedure for generating the inspiral trajectory and gravitational waveform now reduces to a simple recipe:
1. Pick a starting coordinate, (r0; 0; t = 0).
2. Interpolate the data d cos =dt, [cos − cos LSO] _r  _, Ωφ, Ωθ, Almk, and lmk onto this coordinate. Note that
for the waveform amplitude and phase, this requires interpolations for every value of l, m, and k. This can
become quite computationally intensive. As discussed in Sec. III A, lmk is not stored on the equator when
k 6= 0. One gets data for l,m,k 6=0 between the equator and the next grid point by extrapolation. This works
very well because, at constant radius, lmk is nearly flat as a function of cos .
3. Generate the gravitational waveform at that moment on the trajectory:
!mk = mΩφ + kΩθ ;











Formally, lmax = kmax = 1. In practice, these numbers are truncated at something much smaller; I will show
data for lmax = kmax = 2 and lmax = kmax = 4. The last term in h(t) is a harmonic of the accumulated orbital
phases; the factor in the exponential is equivalent to −i ∫ dt(mΩφ +kΩθ). It would reduce to −2i(mΩφ +kΩθ)t
if the orbital frequencies did not themselves evolve.
4. Compute the number of orbits accumulated so far:
Nφ(t+ t) = Nφ(t) + Ωφ t=2 ;
Nθ(t+ t) = Nθ(t) + Ωθ t=2 : (3.12)
Since the frequencies of  and  motion are generally incommensurate, these two numbers can be quite dierent.
5. Take an Euler step to a new coordinate:
tnew = told + t ;
rnew = rold +
1
cos − cos LSO _ t ;




6. Go to Step 2 and repeat. Continue until the inspiraling body crosses the LSO.
Results from applying this analysis to a large number of inspirals of black holes of various spins are discussed next.
IV. RESULTS: INSPIRAL TRAJECTORIES
Before generating inspiral trajectories and gravitational waveforms, we must choose a sample of black hole spins
| the trajectories are unique for each spin choice of the massive black hole. (The eect of varying other parameters,
particularly the mass and mass ratio, can be obtained by scaling.) The obvious goal here is to pick a range of a that
allows us to see at least qualitatively the range of eects likely in astrophysical extreme mass ratio inspirals.
This analysis was done for four representative black hole spins: a = 0:998M , a = 0:3594M , a = 0:8M , and
a = 0:05M . The rst two spins were selected because they are rigorously calculable. The value a = 0:998M is the
\astrophysically maximal" value one nds when the black hole’s mass and spin evolve due to thin disk accretion:
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preferential capture of counter-rotating photons versus co-rotating photons buers the spin at 0:998M , preventing
the hole from reaching the Kerr maximal value a = M [49]. The second choice is the spin obtained by locking the
rotation frequency of the horizon, ΩH = a=2Mr+, to the orbital frequency of the innermost equatorial orbit at rpro,
Ω = M=[r3/2pro + aM1/2]. Equating these two frequencies and using Eq. (2.10) yields a = 0:3594. This spin might
be obtained if at some point in the black hole’s history strong magnetic elds threaded the event horizon and the
inner edges of an accretion disk, torquing the hole such that its spin became locked to the disk’s rotation [50]. The
third choice, a = 0:8M , is primarily chosen because it breaks up the large gap between 0:998M and 0:3594M . It
is worth noting that this spin is in the range predicted by detailed models of black hole evolution in the presence
of magnetohydrodynamic torque, such as are described in some models of quasar engines [51]. Finally, a = 0:05 is
chosen to give an example of inspiral into a slowly spinning black hole. In all cases, the numbers presented are for a
 = 1M body spiraling into an M = 106M black hole.
The results of this analysis are summarized in Figs. 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8. Before discussing the results for each of these
cases, it is worthwhile to note some general trends in the data. The span of data in all cases has been chosen so that
the total inspiral lasts about 630− 650 days for the shallowest inclination angles. Inspiral typically halts when the
small body crosses the LSO; at the very shallowest inclination angles, it halts when the span of radiation reaction
data ends (very close to the LSO).
The radius of the LSO as a function of inclination angle, rLSO(), depends quite strongly on the black hole spin
| consider that for a = 0, rLSO() = 6M independent of , whereas for a = M , rLSO(0) = M , rLSO(180) = 9M .
Because of this, the starting radius of the inspiral is moved out to larger values as a is decreased. Also, the total
number of starting inclination angles is less for large a: when a is close to M , trajectories that begin at high values
of  hit the LSO more quickly. Thus, in the data discussed below, inspiral into small a black holes occurs at larger
coordinate radius than for large a, and more starting inclination angles are included in those data sets.
In all cases, I show the accumulated inspiral time, the number of orbits about the spin axis (Nφ) and the accumulated
number of oscillations in  (Nθ). As mentioned above, these numbers are easily scaled to dierent masses and mass








The trajectories shown here thus apply for any black hole mass and any extreme mass ratio.
A. Trajectories for a = 0.998M
Trajectories for inspiral into a hole with spin a = 0:998M are summarized in Fig. 2. This gure shows inspiral
from r = 4M into the LSO for several starting values of the inclination angle . The accumulated inspiral time, orbits
about the spin axis, and number of oscillations in  label each trajectory.
Notice that the trajectories are nearly flat |  barely changes over the inspiral, decreasing somewhat as the small
body passes through the very strong eld. This decrease is contrary to weak-eld expectations [37,39], and arises
because the characteristics of Kerr geodesics become locked to the event horizon in the very strong eld; see Ref. [42]
for detailed discussion. The fact that the change in  is so small is very interesting. The change turns out to be even
smaller when a is not so large.
Figure 2 illustrates the true strong-eld inspiral sequences predicted by general relativity, including the eect of
radiation out to innity and down the event horizon. An interesting experiment is to \turn o" the radiation down
the horizon, setting the parameter  in Eq. (2.38) to 0. The inspiral trajectories found in this exercise are plotted
in Fig. 3. Aside from turning o the horizon flux, these trajectories are computed with conditions identical to the
trajectories plotted in Fig. 2. Notice that, particularly for shallow inclination angle ( < 50), the small body inspirals
more quickly when the flux down the horizon is not included. The eect is quite signicant: inspiral of the shallowest
orbits is shortened by several weeks, orbiting  104 fewer times when the horizon flux is ignored.
That the horizon flux tends to prolong the inspiral is, on rst consideration, extremely surprising. Intuitively, one
would guess that each flux would be an energy sink, so that each reduces the orbit’s energy. Because of the hole’s
rapid rotation, this is not the case: the phenomenon of superradiance plays a major role. Superradiance is essentially
a manifestation of the Penrose process | a radiation pulse incident on the black hole is backscattered with a gain
in the pulse’s energy [47]. The energy gain is at the expense of the hole’s rotation | rotational kinetic energy is
converted to radiative energy. Thus, when the hole spins rapidly enough, the horizon is a source of energy, not a sink.
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A somewhat more physical picture of this phenomenon (which explains why the energy is transferred to the orbit,
not simply radiated to innity) can be put together based on work by James Hartle [52]. The portion of the Weyl
tensor which describes \radiation down the event horizon" can be understood as the tidal eld of the orbiting body
acting on the black hole. This eld distorts the horizon, raising a tidal bulge on the hole. The distortion can be
quantied by computing the curvature of the horizon. Using formulas from Ref. [52], it is easy to show that the
distortion is given by a sum over the coecients Z1lmk that in this analysis describe the radiation flux at the horizon.
The black hole’s tidal bulge is equivalent to the bulge that the moon raises on the earth. When the rotation
frequency of the hole is greater than the  frequency, ΩH > Ωφ, the hole’s spin drags the bulge ahead of the orbiting
body, in exactly the manner in which a tidal bulge on a viscous, fluid body is dragged by the body’s rotation. (One
can in fact interpret the horizon’s behavior in terms of a viscous membrane [53].) In a reference frame that co-rotates
with the small body’s orbit, the bulge appears to lead the small body by some angle. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Because the bulge leads the body, it exerts a torque that acts to increase the body’s orbital velocity. The tidal bulge
thus transfers the hole’s rotational energy into the orbit, slowing the inspiral.
This picture predicts that the eect reverses if ΩH < Ωφ. This in fact is exactly what we see.
As discussed in Sec. II B, it is important to monitor the adiabaticity parameters Nφ and Nθ during the inspiral.
The values of Nφ and Nθ for the inspiral beginning at  = 20 are plotted in Fig. 5; Nφ is plotted as the solid line,
Nθ is the dotted line. We see the adiabaticity condition Nφ,θ  1 is strongly satised everywhere except perhaps just
before the end of inspiral. (This is because the inspiral rate sweeps up as inspiral proceeds, and can be regarded as a
precursor to the nal plunge.) The adiabaticity parameters scale with M=. This is a warning that the results of this
code cannot be taken seriously if the mass ratio is not extreme enough: when M= < 1000, the nal stages of inspiral
will not be adiabatic. An interesting feature in this plot is the divergence in Nθ near t = 470 days. This divergence
occurs because _Ωθ switches sign there: the frequency stops increasing and begins decreasing. This will be discussed
at greater length in Sec. V.
The adiabaticity parameters appear qualitatively as in Fig. 5 in all cases studied here (with the modication that
the divergence in Nθ only occurs for a = 0:998M). In the interest of brevity (and so as not to overwhelm the reader
with data), no other sets of adiabaticity parameters will be shown.
B. Trajectories for a = 0.3594M
Trajectories for inspiral into a black hole with spin a = 0:3594M are summarized in Fig. 6. These trajectories are
set up in a similar manner as those for a = 0:998M ; notable dierences are that they begin at r = 6:6M , and more
starting values of  are included. The trajectories are even more flat in this case than they are when a = 0:998M . The
inclination angle actually increases slightly in all cases (as weak-eld analyses predict), but the amount of increase is
too small to be noticeable on the gure.
Turning o the horizon flux does not have a very marked eect on inspiral for this spin, as can be seen by
comparing the upper panel (horizon flux included) and lower panel (horizon flux ignored) of Fig. 6. This is essentially
by construction: as described above, the spin a = 0:3594 is the value for which the horizon spin frequency matches the
innermost orbital frequency. The lead angle between the tidal bulge and the orbiting body ranges from very small to
nonexistent | as the body spirals through the innermost orbits, the bulge is nearly perfectly lined up with the body,
exerting almost no torque on it. The small dierence between the trajectories in the two panels is not surprising.
C. Trajectories for a = 0.8M
Inspiral trajectories for a black hole with a = 0:8M are shown in Fig. 7. Not surprisingly, the properties of these
trajectories are intermediate to those shown for the cases a = 0:998M and a = 0:3594M . As in the case a = 0:3594M ,
the change in inclination angle is extremely small, increasing slightly.
This gure shows that inspiral is faster when the horizon flux is not included. This, again, is not a surprise: we
expect that when a = 0:8M the bulge raised on the event horizon leads the orbiting body, so that tidal coupling transfer
energy from the hole’s spin to the orbit. Although qualitatively the eect is the same as for the case a = 0:998M ,
quantitatively the eect is much smaller. The fractional change in the inspiral time is no more than about 1% when
a = 0:8M , as opposed to 4:2% when a = 0:998M . Part of this is simply because the spin frequency of the hole is
smaller when a = 0:8M | the tidal bulge does not lead the orbiting body quite as much. Also, when a = 0:8M ,
the body’s orbits never come as close to the event horizon as they do when a = 0:998M | they reach the dynamical
instability before they get so close. As a consequence, the tidal coupling is never as strong, and the integrated eect
on the trajectory is relatively small.
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D. Trajectories for a = 0.05M
Figure 8 shows trajectories for inspiral into a hole with a = 0:05M . The dependence of the inspiral properties
on inclination angle is weak compared to the other cases examined, though denitely present. The change in the
inclination angle is practically unnoticeable; the largest change (for inspiral near 90) is  ’ 0:007.
In this case, inspiral is quicker when the horizon flux is included. The horizon functions as a sink of energy, in
accord with simple intuition: when the horizon flux is not included, the small body does not spiral in so quickly.
Because the hole rotates so slowly, the tidal bulge raised on the horizon lags the orbiting body, and the torque that
it exerts on the orbit tends to increase its inspiral rate. The magnitude of the eect is quite small (fractional change
in inspiral time is about 0:1%).
V. RESULTS: GRAVITATIONAL WAVEFORMS
As the inspiral trajectory is generated, the gravitational waveform is constructed using Eq. (3.11). One example of
such a waveform is shown in Fig. 9. This waveform is the + polarization generated during the inspiral beginning at
 = 40 into a hole with a = 0:998M ; cf. Fig. 2. It is viewed in the hole’s equatorial plane ( = =2). The mass ratio
used here is 10−4; recall that 10−6 was used to make Fig. 2. The increase was to speed up the inspiral so that the
amount of data generated in the wave was kept manageable. The waveform contains contributions from l = 2; 3; 4,
and for k = −4 to 4.
Some of the interesting features of the waveform are apparent in Fig. 9. For example, the modulation of the
\carrier" signal by the small body’s motion in  is quite apparent, as is the evolution of the signal frequencies. Some
of these features are made even clearer by transforming the gravitational waveform into audio data and playing the
gravitational-wave \sound". I have placed sounds corresponding to such gravitational-wave signals at the URL listed
as Ref. [54]; the reader is invited to play these sounds and judge for themselves how clear are the various inspiral
features. (In order for the sounds to lie within the frequency band to which human ears are sensitive | and also to
keep the signal duration reasonable | the mass of the black hole is scaled down to M  100M. Discussion of this
and other technical points is given on the page listed in [54].)
The audio versions of the gravitational waveforms make it clear that, especially late in the inspiral, the gravitational
waveforms take the form of multi-voice chirps. Strong radiation is emitted at multiple harmonics of the inspiral
frequencies; each harmonic plays the role of a separate \voice" in the \chorus" that constitutes the overall waveform.
This multi-voice structure is in fact apparent in the form of the gravitational wave, Eq. (2.28), and can be made
clearer by writing the waveform as follows:








Hlmk(t;#) exp [iΨlmk(t;’)] : (5.1)
Here, # is the angle between the observer’s line of sight and the black hole’s spin axis; ’ is the value of the inspiraling
body’s  coordinate when t = 0 (assuming the coordinate system is dened such that the observer is at  = 0).
Comparing with Eq. (3.11), we read o the values of the wave amplitude Hlmk and phase Ψlmk in terms of quantities
directly computable from the Teukolsky equation:
Hlmk(t;#) = Almk−2Saωmklm (#)=!2mk : (5.2)




dt0 (mΩφ + kΩθ) : (5.3)
[Recall Eq. (3.8), dening Almk and lmk.] The last line emphasizes that a big portion of the phase accumulated is
nothing more than the integrated orbital phases.
Presenting the waveform in this way gives a very good sense of which harmonics are likely to contribute strongly to
a gravitational-wave measurement. As will be shown in Secs. VA and VB, the phase evolution for each voice is very
simple, though their summed eect is typically rather complicated (cf. the summed waveform shown in Fig. 9). This
suggests that searching for each individual voice may be more eective than searching for the entire waveform. An
eective way of implementing such a search might be developed using the \Fast Chirp Transform" (FCT) of Jenet
and Prince [55]. The FCT is a generalization of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT; see, e.g., Ref. [45] and references
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therein). The FFT provides an ecient computational implementation of a Fourier transform | a decomposition of
data onto basis functions e2piift. These basis functions have phases that grow linearly with time. The FCT generalizes
this to decompose data onto functions whose phases do not vary linearly with respect to time. The phase behavior of
the basis functions eiFCT(t) must be specied by some model; indications are that it works well for a wide-variety of
smoothly varying phase behaviors. Although further investigation is needed to test this idea, the voices of extreme
mass ratio inspiral are good candidates for detection with the FCT.
The waveform results I presented here are restricted to the cases a = 0:998M and a = 0:3594M . The results
for these spin values contain enough interesting structure to draw some useful conclusions about extreme mass ratio
gravitational waves.
A. Waveforms for a = 0.998M
Discussion in this section will focus on waves generated during an inspiral that starts at  = 20 (cf. Fig. 2). All
waveform data shown corresponds to waves measured in the hole’s equatorial plane.
Figure 10 shows the wave amplitudes Hlmk and phases Ψlmk for l = 2, m = 2, and k 2 [0; 1; 2; 3; 4]. Several features
are worth noting in this plot. First of all, notice that the accumulated phase Ψ22k for all values of k is quite large |
the number of accumulated radians ranges from about 8 104 to 1:1 105. The accumulated phase scales inversely
with the mass ratio, so the accumulated phase in these harmonics would be  107 radians for a mass ratio of 10−6
(as was used in Figs. 2, 6, 7, 8). It is by tracking the phase over this large number of radians that it will be possible
to determine the characteristics of the black hole spacetime with very high accuracy.
Second, notice that the strongest waves are emitted in the k = 0 harmonic. Indeed, the l = 2, m = 2, k = 0 voice
turns out to be the strongest one present among the various harmonics that contribute to the gravitational waveform.
This is the result one would have expected from the fact that the dominant contribution to the emitted gravitational
waves is quadrupolar. Note, though, that the k = 1 harmonic becomes almost as strong as the k = 0 voice late in the
inspiral. This is another generic feature of the multi-voice chirps: late in the inspiral, when waves are emitted from
very deep in the black hole’s strong eld, harmonics which were not initially very important can contribute strongly
to the gravitational waveform.
Finally, notice that the lines corresponding to k = 2, k = 3 and k = 4 \crash" and behave rather oddly late
in the inspiral. This is a resolution problem caused by the crude manner with which I have discretized the orbital
parameter space | constant Boyer-Lindquist radial steps with r = 0:1M . In this region pmk  (0:2 − 0:5)=M , and
jdr=drj  30 − 40. Following the discussion near Eq. (3.6) above, the choice r = 0:1M is not really sucient to
follow the phase variation of ZHlmk; decreasing the step by a factor of 2 to 5 would vastly improve this analysis.
The behavior of the radiating harmonics for l = 2, m = 0 is plotted in Fig. 11. Notice that the phase actually
decreases at late times. This is because the strongest contributor to the phase evolution of these waves is the
frequency Ωθ, which begins decreasing at late stages of the inspiral. We have already seen this behavior | recall
that the adiabaticity parameter Nθ diverges at the moment that _Ωθ = 0 (cf. Fig. 5). The evolution of both Ωθ and
Ωφ are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 12. The decrease in Ωθ occurs because, when a = 0:998M , the small body
orbits very close to the event horizon towards the end of inspiral. As a consequence, its  motion is highly redshifted
as seen by distant observers. (The  frequency, by contrast, is not so redshifted; instead, it tends to the hole’s spin
frequency as the orbit becomes locked to the dragging of inertial frames.) The frequencies for inspiral into a hole with
a = 0:3594M exhibit no such unusual behavior; at all times, the inspiraling body is so far from the horizon that there
is no signicant redshift eect.
Observation of this decreasing frequency would be a wonderful probe of the black hole’s strong eld properties: a
\reverse chirp" can only occur for orbits that get very close to the event horizon, and so would be a strong signature
of the horizon. Unfortunately, the reversal in the phase evolution coincides with a rather rapid decrease in amplitude
for these voices, as can be seen by comparing the upper and lower panels of Fig. 11. As the frequency gets smaller,
the rate of change of source multipole moments associated with that frequency decreases. Since the variation in these
multipoles directly determines the wave amplitude, it is guaranteed that any voice with a decreasing frequency will
likewise have a decreasing amplitude [56].
Although the waveform’s strongest radiation is emitted in voices corresponding to l = 2, m = 2, the voices
corresponding to l = m, m 6= 2 are also quite strong, particularly at late times. The example l = 4 is plotted in Fig.
13. At the end of inspiral, l = 4, m = 4, k = 0 voice is about one fth as strong as the l = 2, m = 2, k = 0 voice.
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B. Waveforms for a = 0.3594M
I again focus on waves generated during inspiral beginning at  = 20 (cf. Fig. 6). Discussion here will be for one
set of voices only, l = 2, m = 2, and k 2 [0; 1; 2; 3; 4]; only data in the hole’s equatorial plane is used.
The phases and amplitudes of these voices are plotted in Fig. 14. For the most part, their behavior is similar to
those for the waveform voices when a = 0:998M . For example, the voice corresponding to k = 0 is the strongest here,
just as when a = 0:998M . One notable dierence in this case is that no other voices become very strong towards the
end of inspiral | when the inspiral ends, the k = 1 voice is about a factor of 10 weaker than the k = 0 voice. Also,
we see that the code was able to reliably compute all voices except the one corresponding to k = 4. This is because
the frequencies are quite a bit lower in this case, and also jdr=drj < 1:7 over the inspiral domain. The grid spacing
r = 0:1M work well, except for large harmonic indices.
In order to keep the number of gures in this paper from swelling any further, I will not present any other waveform
data for a = 0:3594M . Two important points that could be seen in those data are as follows: rst, because Ωθ grows
monotonically, no voices fade away, in contrast to the l = 2, m = 0 voices for a = 0:998M . Second, other values of
l become stronger late in the inspiral, though not as interestingly as when a = 0:998M . At the end of inspiral the
l = 4, m = 4, k = 0 voice is about one twentieth the strength of the l = 2, m = 2, k = 0 voice.
VI. CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR LISA SOURCES
The results presented here give the rst strong-eld gravitational waveforms for rigorously computed extreme mass
ratio inspiral trajectories. Because these trajectories are restricted to zero eccentricity, they do not correspond to
inspirals that LISA is likely to observe. Nonetheless, they contain interesting features that are very likely to be present
in the general case, and are certainly worthy of further study.
One of the most interesting features of these extreme mass ratio inspiral waves is their \multi-voice" structure:
each (l;m; k) harmonic follows its own phase and amplitude evolution. The total waveform is given by the sum of
the various voices as the inspiral progresses. Provided inspiral is adiabatic, this multi-voice structure should describe
generic inspiral waves as well (albeit with a third index describing harmonics of the radial frequency Ωr).
It should be possible to take advantage of the multi-voice structure of extreme mass ratio inspirals when develop-
ing strategies for analyzing the LISA datastream. Searches of the datastream for ground-based gravitational-wave
detectors such as LIGO will rely in many cases on matched ltering, a technique that cross-correlates the instrumen-
tal data with templates of a source’s full gravitational waveform, h(t). Matched ltering functions particularly well
when the template accurately models the source’s phase evolution; accurate models for the amplitude are far less
important. When searching for extreme mass ratio signals, then, it may be easier to search for each voice with its
rather simple phase evolution, hlmk(t) = Hlmk(t)eiΨlmk(t), than to search for the entire \chorus", h(t) =
∑
hlmk(t),
with its comparatively complicated phase evolution. Indeed, some signals might only be detectable in their higher
harmonics | one can imagine using the m = 4 voices to nd inspiral into holes so massive that the m = 2 harmonics
are at frequencies too low to be seen. Techniques that look for extreme mass ratio inspirals on a voice-by-voice basis
should have no problem nding those inspirals, provided these high-harmonic voices are not too weak. The Fast
Chirp Transform developed by Jenet and Prince [55] may be a computationally eective means of implementing such
a voice-by-voice search.
In this vein, it is interesting to note that the phase evolution of each voice is dominated by that voice’s integrated
frequency. Recall, from Eqs. (2.28), (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) that the evolving phase consists of two pieces. One piece
amounts to an integral of that voice’s frequency, !mk; the other corresponds to the phase of the complex amplitude




dt0 !mk[r(t0); (t0)] + lmk[r(t); (t)] : (6.1)
(I’m ignoring here the constant m’ contribution to each voice, which essentially describes initial conditions at the
moment measurement begins.) As the body inspirals, the contribution from the integrated frequency contributes
 105−107 radians to the phase evolution. By contrast, the phase lmk does not accumulate nearly as many radians,
as shown in Fig. 15 | the change in lmk is generally less than a few tens of radians. This suggests that accurately
calculating the inspiral trajectory, and hence having good information about the evolution of the orbital frequencies,
is likely to be more important than knowing lmk.
The influence of tidal coupling between the inspiraling body and the black hole is very robust and interesting | such
coupling will strongly influence the rate of inspiral regardless of the orbital parameters. If nature provides black holes
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that rotate suciently fast, the prolonging of inspiral due to this coupling will easily be seen in the gravitational-wave
data. This is a clean, beautiful probe of the strong-eld black hole spacetime.
The analysis presented here suggests several possible directions for future work:
 Equatorial orbits. Glampedakis and Kenneck [38] are currently nishing an analysis of radiation reaction
on eccentric, equatorial orbits of Kerr black holes; it is an analysis equivalent to that done in Ref. [37]. The
radiation reaction data they develop could be used to duplicate this analysis but to nd inspiral sequences for
eccentric, equatorial orbits and to develop the associated inspiral waveforms. It would be quite valuable to have
results that include the eect of eccentricity and modulations induced by the radial frequency Ωr.
 Generic orbits. We can in principle calculate gravitational waves from generic orbits of Kerr black holes | all we
need to do is specify the source term for a particular orbit in the Teukolsky equation (2.24) and solve. However,
we are hampered by our inability to compute the backreaction on such orbits. Nonetheless, we may get valuable
insight by imposing physically motivated constraints in order to generate an approximate inspiral trajectory.
The trajectories presented here indicate that the change in inclination angle is very small (particularly when
a < 0:998M). Using the Teukolsky equation to compute _E and _Lz from the gravitational-wave flux and imposing
_ = 0 is sucient to fully compute the inspiral trajectory through the generic orbit parameter space (r; e; ). The
gravitational waves developed in such a study would be valuable tools for exploring the influence of all three
orbital frequencies (Ωφ;Ωθ;Ωr) on the gravitational waveform.
 Improved waveforms. As discussed in Sec. III A, the parameter space discretization was used here was rather
crude. It was in fact insucient to accurately compute the amplitudes and phases of high frequency contributions
to the waveforms shown here. As work begins to develop data analysis tools for LISA, this analysis should be
rened so that simple limitations such as this discretization are unimportant. Also, the parameter space covered
in this analysis is rather inadequate for studying LISA measurements. The range covered here was selected
simply for computational convenience. A better analysis would chose the parameter space covering to span a
range of inspirals corresponding to the masses and observation times that LISA is likely to measure.
Implementing the above items will put on us well on the way to understanding the data analysis problem with
LISA. Having a broader set of accurate waveforms will serve as a very useful testbed for developing analysis tools and
for getting a better understanding of how measureable extreme mass ratio signals are likely to be.
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FIG. 1. A grid of circular orbit radiation reaction data near the last stable orbits (LSO) of a Kerr black hole with a = 0.998M .
Any point (r, ι) in this plot is a circular geodesic orbit. The arrows are proportional to the vector [(M/µ) _r, (M2/µ)_ι]: the
orientation gives the direction in which gravitational-wave emission drives the orbit, and the magnitude is proportional to the
rate at which it is so driven. The dotted line represents the LSO | orbits above and to the left of this line are unstable to small
perturbations and rapidly plunge into the black hole. The arrows get longer as this line is approached and their dynamical
stability decreases. (Additional data were produced representing radiation reaction for orbits on the LSO; these orbits are so
unstable that their radiation reaction vectors do not t on this plot. These data are used in all computations, however.)
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FIG. 2. Inspiral trajectories in the strong eld of a Kerr black hole with a = 0.998M . To make this plot, the data shown in
Fig. 1 were integrated using the procedures discussed in Sec. IIIB, assuming that the black hole has mass M = 106 M and
that the inspiraling body has mass µ = 1M. The trajectory shapes are independent of the two masses, so the inspiral times
and accumulated number of cycles Nφ,θ can be rescaled to other masses quite easily: Tinspiral / M2/µ, Nφ,θ / M/µ. Notice
that the trajectories are nearly flat | ι decreases, but not very much, over these inspirals.
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FIG. 3. Inspiral trajectories in the strong eld of a Kerr black hole with a = 0.998M , ignoring the flux down the horizon |
cf. Eq. (2.38), with η = 0. The gure is otherwise identical to Fig. 2. The trajectory shapes change very slightly (ι does not
decrease quite as much over the inspiral), though that eect is very small. Much more interestingly, the inspiral is markedly
faster: especially at shallow inclination angle, the small body takes several weeks less spiraling to the LSO, and executes many
thousands fewer orbits. As discussed in Sec. IVA, this illustrates how tidal coupling between the small body and the event
horizon strongly impacts the inspiral: a tidal bulged is raised on the hole, which, due to the hole’s rapid rotation in this case,
transfers rotational kinetic energy to the small body’s orbit.
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Sense of black hole rotation
FIG. 4. A cartoon illustrating the tidal bulge raised on the black hole by the orbiting body. This shows the appearance of
the event horizon as seen looking down the spin axis in a frame that is co-rotating with the small body’s orbit. If the small
body were not present, the event horizon’s cross section would be circular. The small body raises a tide, distorting the horizon
into the shape illustrated by the light ellipse. The hole’s rotation then drags that bulge forward, so that the horizon’s curvature
is most accurately described by the heavy ellipse.
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FIG. 5. The evolution of the adiabaticity parameters Nφ,θ = Ω2φ,θ/2pi _Ωφ,θ for the inspiral track beginning at ι = 20 shown
in Fig. 2. The solid line is Nφ, the dotted line Nθ. Except at the extreme end, Nφ,θ  1, indicating that the inspiral is indeed
adiabatic, as required. Note thatNφ,θ /M/µ, indicating that the adiabatic requirements are unlikely to be met if M/µ < 1000.
The divergence in Nθ is due to _Ωθ passing through zero and changing sign during the inspiral | it ceases chirping up, and
begins chirping down.
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FIG. 6. Inspiral trajectories in the strong eld of a Kerr black hole with a = 0.3594M . The top panel includes the eects of
the down-horizon flux; the bottom panel does not. The span of data is chosen so that the total inspiral duration is similar to
that shown in Fig. 2. For this spin, inspiral is nearly identical with the horizon flux included or disincluded: inspiral is slightly
faster without horizon flux, but not nearly so much faster as when a = 0.998M . This is largely because the spin is not fast
enough to drag the tidal bulge on the horizon so far forward. In fact, at the innermost orbits the bulge should be essentially in
perfect face-on lock with the orbiting body, since a = 0.3594M is the spin value at which the horizon spin frequency matches
the innermost orbital frequency.
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FIG. 7. Inspiral trajectories in the strong eld of a Kerr black hole with a = 0.8M . The top panel includes the eects of
down-horizon flux; the bottom panel does not. The span of data is chosen so that the the total inspiral duration is similar to
that shown in Fig. 2. As when a = 0.998M , inspiral is quicker when the horizon flux is ignored. However, the magnitude of
the eect is much smaller. The torque on the orbit that the horizon’s tidal bulge exerts is not as great because the hole rotates
less quickly. Also, orbits do not come as close to the horizon for a = 0.8M as they do for a = 0.998M .
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FIG. 8. Inspiral trajectories in the strong eld of a Kerr black hole with a = 0.05M . The top panel includes the eects of
down-horizon flux; the bottom panel does not. In this case, inspiral is quicker when the horizon flux is included: the hole’s
event horizon acts as an energy sink, as simple intuition suggests it should. This is because the tidal bulge raised on the hole
by the orbiting body tends to lag, rather than lead, the orbit. Thus the bulge’s torque on the orbit opposes the orbital motion,
causing it to spiral in more quickly.
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FIG. 9. The + polarization of the gravitational waveform for the inspiral trajectory that begins at ι = 40 about the
a = 0.998M black hole, viewed in the hole’s equatorial plane. The upper panel is the waveform at very early times; the lower
panel shows the waveform shortly before the inspiraling body plunges into the hole. Notice the very dierent time scales in
the upper and lower panels. This is because of the \chirping" evolution of the frequencies Ωφ and Ωθ | at late times they are
quite a bit larger than they are early on. Many more orbits per unit time are executed late in the inspiral than early.
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FIG. 10. The phase Ψlmk and amplitude Hlmk for waveform harmonics l = 2, m = 2, and k from 0 to 4, and for spiral into
a hole with a = 0.998M . These amplitudes correspond to measurement in the hole’s equatorial plane. Note that harmonics
other than k = 0 become fairly strong at the end of inspiral. The odd behavior in the amplitude for k = 2 − 4 is because of
poor computational resolution: the crude parameter space resolution used here was not good enough to accurately capture the
change in ZHlmk at high frequencies as the body spirals in.
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FIG. 11. The phase Ψlmk and amplitude Hlmk seen in the equatorial plane, for waveform harmonics l = 2, m = 0, and k
from 0 to 4, and for spiral into a hole with a = 0.998M . In this case, no frequencies are high enough to cause severe resolution
problems, as was the case for l = 2, m = 2. Note that the phase evolves from high to low late in the inspiral. This is because
the phase is dominated by the behavior of Ωθ, which chirps backwards when the body gets close to the event horizon; cf. Fig.
12. This is essentially a gravitational redshifting eect. Although this is in principle an interesting signature of the black hole’s
strong eld, the wave amplitude gets weak as the frequency gets small. This is not surprising, since the rate of change of the
binary’s multipole moments decreases with the frequency.
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FIG. 12. Evolution of the orbital frequencies Ωφ (solid line) and Ωθ (dotted line) for inspiral beginning at ι = 20
. The upper
panel is for inspiral into a black hole with a = 0.998M , the lower for inspiral into a hole with a = 0.3594M . In both cases, the
behavior of Ωφ is qualitatively \normal": it monotonically chirps upward in a very familiar manner. In the case a = 0.998M ,
the behavior of Ωθ is comparatively unusual. This is because these orbits are very near to the event horizon | their motion
in θ is slowed as seen by distant observers. When a = 0.3594M , no orbits come close enough to the horizon for this slowing to
have a signicant eect. In fact, all orbits in the chosen observation band are at relatively large radius for a = 0.3594M , which
is why all frequencies are quite smaller than when a = 0.998M (note the dierent vertical scales in the two panels).
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FIG. 13. The phase Ψlmk and equatorial amplitude Hlmk for waveform harmonics l = 4, m = 4, and k from 0 to 4, and for
spiral into a hole with a = 0.998M . The main thing to note in this gure is that the amplitude of the strongest contribution
to the waveform is nearly as strong as the dominant l = 2, m = 2 waves near the end of inspiral. This is a general feature with
rapidly rotating holes | radiation at high harmonics of the orbital frequencies tends to be strong. We again see here problems
due to poor resolution at for the larger values of k.
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FIG. 14. The phase Ψlmk and equatorial amplitude Hlmk for waveform harmonics l = 2, m = 2, and k from 0 to 4, and for
spiral into a hole with a = 0.3494M . Note that for this spin value, harmonics other than k = 0 remain fairly weak all through
inspiral | we do not see other voices becoming important, as we do when a = 0.998M . Note also that there are no severe
resolution problems except at k = 4; the frequencies are a fair bit smaller in this case, so the grid spacing turns out to be
mostly adequate for all harmonics.
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FIG. 15. The phase of the complex coecient ZHlmk for l = 2, m = 2 and k from 0 to 2. This phase contributes to the overall
phase Ψlmk for each harmonic voice. The top panel is for a = 0.998M . The jumpiness towards the end of inspiral is because of
poor resolution, and because the numerical arctangent function tends to put all phases between −pi and pi; this behavior could
easily be xed with better resolution and adding or subtracting 2pi to keep the phases’s behavior monotonic. The lower panel
is for a = 0.3594M . All tracks are nicely smooth in this case. Note that the change in all phases is very small relative to the
total phase accumulated during an inspiral,  105 − 107 radians.
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